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Abstract-A MacWilliams identity for complete weight enumerators of codes over Mnxs(Fq) 
endowed with a non-Hamming metric is proved in [l]. We extend the notions introduced in [l] and 
prove a MacWilliams identity with respect to this new metric for the complete weight enumerator of 
linear codes over Mnxs(R) where R is a commutative finite ring. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R denote a finite commutative ring of order m. Let Mnx, (R) denote the set of all IZ x s 
matrices over R. A new non-Hamming p metric on linear spaces over finite fields has been 
recently introduced in [2] and is further extended to codes over finite arbitrary alphabets in [3]. 
Let P= (PO,PI,... ,pS-1) E Mix,(R). Then, the p weight of p is defined by 
Wf(P) = 
{ 
max{i I pi # 0) + 1, pi # 0, 
0, p = 0. 
(1) 
Let p(p,q) = w~(p - q) where p,q E Mix,(R). Let 0 = (WI,WJ,. . ,unjT E MnxdR) and 
define wa(fl) = Cy=“=, WHY. Let p(&, 0,) = w&G - 02) where %,fi2 E A&x8(R). Note 
that p is a metric on Mnx,(R). 
DEFINITION 1.1. An R submodule C of M,,,(R) is called a linear code. 
Let C c Mnx,(R) be a linear code. The set wr(C) = I{fl E C 1 WH(~) = T}I, where 
0 < T < n,s is called the p weight spectrum of the code, and the p weight enumerator is defined 
by WC(z) = C;:., wr(C)z’ = znEc z~,(~). 
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Let 4 = (PO,PI,. . ,P+I), ~2 = (40,41,. ,q+l) E Mix,(R). The inner product of wi 
and ws is defined by (wi, ws) = C~~~ppiq,-l-i and this is extended to the inner product of 
Rl = (WI;. . . ,k)? flz = (PI,...,P,)~ EM ,,,(R) as (fii,flz) = C~=r(wi,~i). The dual code 
of C is defined by 
C’ = (0, E M,,,(R) ] (Rs,S1i) = 0 for all Rr E C}, (2) 
and Cl is also a linear code in M,,,(R). 
For s = 1 and arbitrary n, the p metric coincides with Hamming metric, and in this case, the 
MacWilliams identity over finite fields is given in [4]. F or n = 1 and arbitrary s, the MacWilliams 
identity over Galois fields is given in [5]. 
Now we give an example over Mzxz(Z4) and show that although the p weight enumerators of 
two equivalent codes are the same, the p weight enumerators of their duals are different. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
(3) 
The p weight enumerator of the above codes is 1 + z2. Let Cf and C$ be the dual codes 
of Cr and Cz, respectively. Since both Cf and Ci contain 128 elements, we give their weight 
enumerators only. 
WC+ (z) = 1 + 6z + 17z2 + 24z3 + 80z4, 
L&;(z) = 1 + 42 + 21z2 + 30z3 + 72~~. 
A similar example for finite field case is given in [6]. Th ere, this problem is resolved by considering 
the orbits of a linear group which preserves the metric p, and a MacWilliams identity of p weight 
enumerators with respect to these orbits for codes over M,,, (lF’F4) is proven [6]. Recently, in [l], a 
complete weight enumerator for codes over Mnxs(Fq) is introduced and a MacWilliams identity 
is proven. 
Here also, in order to overcome this problem, we extend the complete weight enumerator of 
linear spaces of matrices with entries from fields proposed in [l] to linear spaces of matrices with 
entries from finite commutative rings. 
2. THE COMPLETE WEIGHT ENUMERATOR 
The p weight strongly depends on the order of the elements of the rows. It is possible to 
overcome the problem that occured in the above example by defining a weight enumerator that 
preserves the order of the entries of the matrices and carries more information about the code. 
Before we give the definition of the complete weight enumerator, we make the following identifi- 
cation. Let Pi = (pio,pii,. . . ,p+-I), and P = [PI, Pz,. . . , PnlT. 
c+i : M,,,(R) -+ Mnxl ($j) J 
P -+ (PI0 fp11rc +. . . +pl,s-lzs-l,~. . ,pno +po1a: + “. + PrL,S-GqT. 
The map defined above is an R-module isomorphisms. This map will’ make computations 
easier in the proof of the following lemmas and theorems. The p weight WH of a polynomial 
P(Z) E W/W is simply deg(p(z)) + 1. 
Letp(z)=p~+...+p,-lz~-l E R[z]/(z”). The Ith (0 5 1 < s - 1) coefficient of p(x) is defined 
by 
CZ(P(X)) = PZ. (4 
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Let P(X) = (PI(Z), . . . , P,(Z)) T, and Q(x) = (Ql(x), . . . , Q,(x))~ E Mnxl(R[z]/(~S)) where 
J?(x) =Pio+pilz+“‘+pi,,-lz~-l, and &i(x) = qio +qi12+...+qi,,-lzS-‘. The inner product 
of P(X) and Q(X) defined above in terms of polynomials becomes 
P(,),Q(,)j = &-$=(4Qi(~j)- (5) 
i=l 
The Humming weight of an element a E R is denoted by ~(a,) and it is equal to zero if a = 0. 
and 1 otherwise. 
Let 
p = (Pij)nxs and Yn, = (~10,. . ,Yl,s-lr”‘,Yno,“‘.Yn,s-l)r 
wherel<i<nandO<j<s-1. 
We define the complete p weight enumerator of a code C by 
Wc(Yn,) = 1 y;dp’o). . . y;“:fp .y~~~~~). . .y;,FJ;*-‘). 
PG 
(6) 
Note that the complete p weight enumerator is a polynomial of ns variables. Further, it is 
possible to obtain the p weight enumerator by specializing the complete p weight enumerator 
in the following way: set z, k,~~tk,~2(l-k,~~)+k,~3(1-ks-l)(l-ks-2)+~~~+~o(l-~.~~*)(l-~~~z)~~~(l-~~) for 
YflY,kll . yfi:i and 1 < i < n. 
EXAMPLE 2. The p complete weight enumerators of the codes Cl, Cz, Cf , and C$ (Example 1) 
are WC, (352) = 1 + ~10~20, and WC, (yZ2) = 1 + Y21. 
Let G be a finite Abelian group. A character on G is a group homomorphism x : G + C 
where C is the set of complex numbers. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See 141.) Let x be a nontrivial character of G. Then, 
c x(b) = 0. 
KG 
(7) 
Let R = (00, ~1,. . . , cy,-l} be a finite commutative ring. Let Y’l denote the character that 
corresponds to the element 1 of R. Let xa(b) = Y’,(ab), a, b E R. xa is a character of the additive 
group of R. 
The following lemmas will play an important role in the proof of the main theorem. 
PROOF. If Q(X) E Cl, then it is clear. If Q(X) $ Cl, then there exists P(x) E C such that 
WY,), Q(x)) # 0. 
c rl ((P(~),Q(,))) = c rl ~d’&)Q~(,!) 
P(z)EC P(Z)EC i=l 
by applying Lemma 2.1 to the group C and noting that ny=, n$ x~,,,-~-, is a nontrivial 
character of C. I 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let f : Mnxl(R[z]/(zS)) --+ @[ylo, . . . , yn,+-l] and x be defined as above. 
where f^(p(x)) = CQ(~)EM,xl(R[~]/(~“)) r,((P(x),Q(x)))f(Q(x)), J'(x) = (PI(X), . . . > K(xC))~, 
and Q(x) = (&l(x), . . . , Q,(x))~. 
PROOF. 
c f^(W) = c c -f.~ (U'(x), Q(x))) O&(x)) 
P(r)@ P(x)EC Q(~)WLXI(R[~/(~~)) 
= c c rl (P(x),Q(x)))f(Q(x)) 
P(r)EC Q(zz)ECL 
+ c c rl U%):&(x))) f(Q(x)) 
P(z)EC Q(z)$CL 
= ICI c f(Q(x)) (by Lemma 2.2). I 
LEMMA 2.4. Let T’l be defined as! c&%&d i,j be fixed. Let p(z) = pio+pilz+. . .+p~-1s’-’ E 5” 
W/W). 
c -rl ((PC4,~X~)) Y;(u) = (1 + (m - l)~ij)l-zu(Pi,s-l-,)(l _ yij)w(pi,“-l--j), 
MZR 
THEOREM 2.1. Let C be a linear code in M,,,(R). Then, 
c y;f6(910) . . . yyJcy . .y$ho) . . . y;;yl 
Q(+WL 
P(z)@ k=l I=0 
PROOF. Let i’, = pi0 + . . . + JI+-~z’-~ and Qi(x) = qio f.. . + qi,s-lzs-l for 1 5 i 5 n. Take 
f((Ql(x), . . , Qn(x))) = l-j;:; nT==, $(4i3) in Lemma 2.3. Then, 
@(x)) = c 
rl ((p(,), Q(x))) y;“l(qlo) . . . y;us(ql+-l) . . . y;$no) . . . y,wq”t.-‘) 
Q(~)EJW.XI(N~/(~~)) 
= c 
fi rl ((pi(x), Qi(x))) yTjqlo) . . . y2us(q1+-1) . . . y;;q"") . . . y,w,('h-') 
Q(~)EM~xI(R[~/(~~)) i=l 
= c ~l((~l(x),410))Y;udg’0) ... c Tl ((~l(~),41,s-1~s-1)) Y$y) 
q1oGR ¶I,,-1ER 
x c r,((P,(x),q,o))y,Wq(4”0). . * c Tl ((P&),q,,s-l~s-l)) Y:,:y). 
q+toeR qn,s-1ER 
Applying Lemma 2.4, 
f(P(,)) = 
( 
fi &+ (m - l)Yij) fi “ri’ ( 1 + ;--~;)ykL)w(pk+). 1 
i=l j=o ) k=l 1=0 
In the above theorem, if we let n = 1, s = n, and arrange the subindices of ys, then we easily 
obtain the following corollary for quaternary linear codes. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. (See /7j.) Let C be a quaternary linear code of length n. Let q(x) = qo + qlx + 
” + qn-lxn-l and p(x) = pe + prz + . . + pn-r?-‘. Then, 
c yyn) , . .y,w(4”-1) = L 
4(s)ECL ,c, (cJl+3yi)) ,g g (&$pn-i’. 
In order to overcome the problem that appeared in Example 1, the “T” and “H” weight enu- 
merators for codes over Mnxs(Fq) are defined, and MacWilliams identities are proven in [6]. 
It is possible to find the “T” and “H” weight enumerators of codes given the complete weight 
enumerator of the code. For instance, finding the “T” weight enumerator amounts to replacing 
the term nT=“=, yioyir . . yi,k,-1 by nrXL=, zk,. Since the relation depends on the powers and con- 
sequently to the specialization of the terms rather than on specialization of one variable, there 
is no easy way to get the MacWilliams identities for “T” and “H” weight enumerators directly 
from our theorem by specializing the variables in MacWilliams identity for the complete weight 
enumerator. 
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